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Unphysical effects associated with finite lattice spacing and partial quenching may lead to the presence
of unphysical terms in chiral extrapolation formulas. These unphysical terms must then be removed during
data analysis before physical predictions can be made. In this work, we show that through next-to-leading
order, there are no unphysical counterterms in the extrapolation formulas, expressed in lattice-physical
parameters, for meson scattering lengths in theories with Ginsparg-Wilson valence quarks. Our work
applies to most sea quark discretizations, provided that chiral perturbation theory is a valid approximation.
We demonstrate our results with explicit computations and show that, in favorable circumstances, the
extrapolation formulas do not depend on the unknown constant CMix appearing at lowest order in the
mixed action chiral Lagrangian. We show that the I  1 KK scattering length does not depend on CMix in
contrast to the I  3=2 K scattering length. In addition, we show that these observables combined with
fK=f and the I  2  scattering length share only two linearly independent sets of counterterms,
providing a means to test the mixed action theory at one lattice spacing. We therefore make a prediction
for the I  1 KK scattering length.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevD.75.054501 PACS numbers: 12.38.Gc
I. INTRODUCTION
There is currently a tension in lattice simulations of
QCD phenomena between the need for quarks obeying
chiral symmetry on the lattice and the need for quark
masses light enough that one is in the chiral regime. This
tension occurs because quark discretization schemes which
obey chiral symmetry on the lattice, such as domain wall
fermions [1–3] or overlap fermions [4–6], both of which
satisfy the Ginsparg-Wilson relation [7,8], are numerically
expensive to simulate. On the other hand, Wilson fermions
[9] or staggered fermions [10,11] are faster but violate
chiral symmetry at nonzero lattice spacing.
One way of resolving this tension is to recognize that
the most computationally intensive stage of a fully dynami-
cal simulation is the evaluation of the quark determinant.
This determinant is associated with the sea quarks and is
a component of the probability measure on the space of
gauge field configurations. This observation has long
been the motivation for partial quenching (PQ) [12,13]—
sea quark masses are taken to be larger than valence quark
masses so that the sea quarks are more localized and
the determinant is easier to compute. The notion of a
‘‘mixed action’’ (MA) simulation takes this line of reason-
ing one step farther [14,15]. A mixed action simulation
uses different quark discretizations in the sea and valence
sectors. In this case, the valence quarks can be chosen
to obey the Ginsparg-Wilson relation so that they enjoy
chiral symmetry at finite lattice spacing. The numerically
expensive sea quarks, on the other hand, can be chosen to
be inexpensive Wilson or (rooted) staggered sea quarks, for
example.
There recently have been a significant number of mixed
action lattice QCD simulations, [16–26], the majority of
which have employed domain wall valence fermions on the
publicly available MILC lattices [27].1 The effective theo-
ries appropriate for mixed action simulations were origi-
nally developed in Refs. [14,15] for Ginsparg-Wilson
(GW) valence fermions on Wilson sea fermions and later
for GW valence fermions on staggered sea fermions [30];
these theories have received considerable theoretical atten-
tion recently [31–36] in response to the numerical interest.
In this article, we study aspects of the chiral perturbation
theories appropriate for mesonic processes in mixed action
simulations with Ginsparg-Wilson valence quarks. The
chiral properties of the Ginsparg-Wilson valence quarks
are central to our work, so we adopt the convention that
when we refer to a mixed action simulation, we imply that
the valence quarks are Ginsparg-Wilson. We work consis-
tently at next-to-leading order (NLO) in the effective field
theory expansion, which is a dual expansion in powers of
the quark mass mq and the lattice spacing a. At this order,
one can view current lattice simulations as being methods
of computing the values of certain coefficients in the NLO
chiral Lagrangian, which for mesonic quantities is known
as the Gasser-Leutwyler Lagrangian [37,38]. This is be-
cause lattice simulations are performed at quark masses
larger than the physical quark mass, so that lattice data
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must be fit to formulas computed in chiral perturbation
theory. These fits determine the unknown coefficients oc-
curring in the chiral formulas, known as low energy con-
stants, so that the chiral expression can then be used at the
physical values of the meson masses and decay constants
to predict the results of physical experiments. Frequently
there are nonphysical operators in the NLO chiral
Lagrangians describing discretized fermions. For example,
there are of order 100 operators in the NLO staggered
chiral Lagrangian [39] compared to order 10 in the
Gasser-Leutwyler Lagrangian. These unphysical operators
lead to unphysical terms in chiral extrapolation formulas
which must somehow be removed to make physical pre-
dictions. One might think that this will also be an issue in
mixed action chiral perturbation theory (MAPT), since
there are certainly many additional operators at NLO.
However, we show that mixed action lattice simulations
of mesonic scattering lengths do not depend on any un-
physical operators at NLO, if these scattering lengths are
expressed in terms of the pion mass measured on the lattice
and the decay constant measured on the lattice [40]. For
linguistic brevity, we will refer to the pion mass measured
on the lattice as the lattice-physical pion mass and simi-
larly for the decay constant.
Each choice of sea quark discretization leads to a differ-
ent MAPT. For example, tree level shifts of the masses of
mesons composed of two sea quarks, or of one valence and
one sea quark, are different for staggered sea quarks and
for Wilson sea quarks. Therefore, one may think that the
chiral extrapolation formulas depend on the nature of the
sea quark discretization. We show that, at NLO, the only
difference between the extrapolation formulas is in the
leading order mass shifts of the mesons composed of two
sea quarks. Thus, once these mass shifts are known, one
can use the same extrapolation formulas for different sea
quark discretizations.2 In fact, any sea quark discretization
will do provided,3 first, that QCD is recovered in the
continuum limit, and second, that the sea-sea mesons
may be described at leading order by chiral perturbation
theory with the usual kinetic and mass terms, or that the
nonlocality of the appropriate chiral perturbation theory is
correctly captured by the replica method [42].4 In addition,
we have assumed that the quarks of the sea sector are only
distinguished by their masses, so that, for example, the
same discretization scheme has been used for all sea
quarks, and we assume that chiral perturbation theory itself
is a valid approximation.
There are still various challenges facing mixed action
simulations. Mixed action simulations always violate uni-
tarity at finite lattice spacing.5 In MAPT and PQPT,
the most severe unitarity violations are encoded in hair-
pin propagators of flavor-neutral mesons. We point out a
simple parametrization which allows a convenient book-
keeping of these unitarity violating effects. Additionally,
the value of the new constant CMix, that appears in the LO
mixed action Lagrangian, is currently unknown. This term
leads to an additive lattice spacing dependent mass shift
of ‘‘mixed’’ mesons consisting of one valence and one sea
quark. This causes a mismatch of the meson masses com-
posed of different quarks but does not play a role in
the well-known enhanced chiral logarithms [13,44,45]
or the enhanced power-law volume dependence of
two-hadron states [46].6 In addition, the value of this
constant is presumably different for each sea quark discre-
tization. However, we show that under favorable circum-
stances physical quantities such as scattering lengths do
not depend on this constant, as was first noticed in
Ref. [34].
Finally, to demonstrate our arguments, we determine
various NLO formulas for use in chiral extrapolation of
certain mesonic quantities. We have computed the KK and
K scattering lengths in SU6j3MAPT. In addition, for
completeness, we present the  scattering length in
SU4j2 and SU6j3 MAPT, which were computed in
Ref. [34] as well as the  and K meson masses and decay
constants, which were first computed in Refs. [14,15,30],
but we express these quantities in terms of the PQ parame-
ters we introduce in Sec. II A. We conclude with a dis-
cussion of our results, and, in particular, show that among
the three meson scattering lengths mentioned above and
the quantity fK=f there are only two linearly independent
counterterms at NLO, which are the corresponding physi-
cal counterterms of PT. Therefore, these four processes
provide a means to test the MA formalism with only one
lattice spacing. In the appendices we collect the various
formulas which are necessary for the chiral extrapolations
of the quantities we discuss in this paper.
2For staggered fermions, these mass corrections to the mesons
are well know [41]. However, these effects are less well deter-
mined for Wilson fermions.
3In this paper, we restrict ourselves to isospin symmetric
masses in the valence and sea sectors.
4We have in mind the current discussion regarding whether
rooted staggered fermions become QCD in the continuum limit.
There is growing numerical and formal evidence lending support
to the hope that rooted staggered fermions are in the same
universality class as QCD. We refer the reader to Ref. [43] for
current summary of the issues.
5For arbitrarily small lattice spacings, the differences arising
from the different lattice actions will become negligible, which
practically means smaller than the statistical and systematic
uncertainties for a given observable, and these unitarity violating
terms will no longer be important (assuming the quark masses
are tuned equal). This of course also implies that a MA effective
field theory description will no longer be necessary; however, for
MA lattice simulations today and the foreseeable future,
MAPT is the necessary tool for controlling extrapolations to
the physical point.
6In this article we do not discuss the observed negative norm
issues involving scalar meson correlators [41,47], but these can
at least be qualitatively understood with the appropriate effective
field theory methods [48,49].
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II. MIXED ACTION EFFECTIVE FIELD THEORY
We will not give a thorough introduction to mixed action
or partially quenched theories here. We will simply give a
brief review to introduce our notation and power counting.
For a good introduction to MA theories we refer the reader
to Refs. [14,15,30], and for PQ theories to Refs. [50,51].
A. Mixed actions at lowest order
To construct the appropriate Lagrangian to a given order,
one must specify a power counting. As mentioned above,
PT is a systematic expansion about the zero momentum,
zero quark mass limit, for which the small expansion
parameter is
 "2m  p
2
2
m
2

2
; (1)
where m2 / mq. For effective theories extended to include
lattice spacing artifacts, one must include an additional
small parameter.7 We will be interested in theories for
which the leading sea quark lattice spacing dependence
is Oa2, such as staggered, Oa-improved Wilson [55],
twisted mass at maximal twist [56], or chiral fermions.
Therefore, we shall denote the small parameter counting
lattice spacing artifacts to be
 "2a  a22QCD; (2)
and we shall work consistently in the dual expansion to
 O "4m; O"2m"2a; O"4a: (3)
At leading order (LO) in the quark mass expansion, the
mixed action Lagrangian is simply given by the partially
quenched Lagrangian [14],
 L  f
2
8
str@@y  f
2B0
4
strmqy myq ; (4)
where we use the normalization f ’ 132 MeV, and
   exp

2i
f

;   M 
y
 ~M
 
: (5)
The matrices M and ~M contain bosonic mesons while 
and y contain fermionic mesons with one ghost quark or
antiquark. To be specific, we will discuss the theory with
three valence (and ghost) quarks and three sea quarks, for
which8
 M 
u 
 K uj ul ur
 d K0 dj dl dr
K K0 s sj sl sr
ju jd js j jl jr
lu ld ls lj l lr
ru rd rs rj rl r
0
BBBBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCCCA
;
~M 
~u ~
 ~K
~ ~d ~K0
~K ~K0 ~s
0
B@
1
CA;
y 
u~u u~d u~s
d~u d~d d~s
s~u s~d s~s
j~u j~d j~s
l~u l~d l~s
r~u r~d r~s
0
BBBBBBBB@
1
CCCCCCCCA
:
(6)
The upper Nv  Nv block of M contains the usual mesons
composed of a valence quark and antiquark. The lower
Ns  Ns block of M contains the sea quark-antiquark
mesons and the off-diagonal block elements of M contain
bosonic mesons of mixed valence-sea type.
For MA theories there are two types of operators we
need to consider at LO in "2a. There are those which modify
the sea-sea sector meson potential, which we shall denote
as Usea, and those which modify the mixed meson poten-
tial, which we shall denote as UVS, such that the
Lagrangian, Eq. (4), is modified by the additional terms
(following the sign conventions of Ref. [30]),
 LMA  a2Usea UVS: (7)
We shall not specify the form of the sea-sea meson poten-
tial Usea, but only note again that at the order we are
concerned with, we only need to know how the masses
of the sea-sea mesons are modified at LO in "2a which have
been discussed, for example, in Refs. [14,30]. The other
important thing to know is that the structure of UVS is
independent of the type of sea quark and is given by
[14,30]
 U VS  CMix strT3T3y; (8)
where the flavor matrix T3 is a difference in projectors onto
the valence and sea sectors of the theory,
 T3  P S  P V  diagIV; IS;IV: (9)
This operator leads to an additive shift of the valence-sea
meson masses, such that all the pseudo-Goldstone mesons
composed of either valence quarks v, sea quarks s, or both
have LO masses given by9
7The general procedure [52] is to construct the continuum
Symanzik quark level effective theory for a given lattice action
[53,54] and then build the low-energy effective theory with
spurion analysis on this continuum lattice action.
8For staggered sea quarks, each sea quark label implicitly
includes a taste label as well. For example, uj is a 1 4 vector
in taste-space.
9Here and throughout this article, we use tildes over the
masses to indicate additive lattice spacing corrections to the
meson masses.
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 m2v1v2  B0mv1 mv2;
~m2vs  B0mv ms  a2Mix;
~m2s1s2  B0ms1 ms2  a2sea;
(10)
with sea determined by Usea and10
 Mix  16CMixf2 : (11)
The most severe and well-known unitarity violating
feature of PQ and MA theories is the presence of double
pole propagators in the flavor-neutral mesons [12]. In
particular the momentum space propagators between two
mesons composed of valence quarks of flavors a and b
respectively are given by11
 
Gabp2  iabp2 m2aa
 i
3
p2  ~m2jjp2  ~m2rr
p2 m2aap2 m2bbp2  ~m2X
(12)
where ~mX is the mass of the sea-field,
 ~m 2X 
1
3
~m2jj 
2
3
~m2rr: (13)
When the valence quark masses are equal, either in the
isospin limit of light quarks or for the same flavor, a  b,
the above propagator acquires a double pole. It is these
double poles which lead to the well-known sicknesses of
PQPT, such as the enhanced chiral logs [13,44,45] and
enhanced power-law volume dependence of two-particle
states [46]. Here, we introduce what we call ‘‘partial
quenching parameters,’’ which are a difference in the quark
masses for PQ theories and, more generally for MA theo-
ries, a difference in the masses of mesons composed of two
sea quarks and two valence quarks. For PQ theories, when
these quantities are zero, the theory reduces to an un-
quenched theory. For MA theories, when one tunes these
parameters to zero, one tunes the double pole structure of
the flavor-neutral meson propagators to zero up to higher
order corrections, and thus has the most QCD-like scenario
for a MA theory [we note that there is still a mismatch in
the mass of the mixed meson, composed of one valence and
one sea quark, Eq. (10), from the others]. We therefore
introduce the partial quenching parameters,12
 
~ 2ju  ~m2jj m2uu  2B0mj mu  a2sea  . . . ;
~2rs  ~m2rrm2ss  2B0mr ms  a2sea  . . . ;
(14)
where the dots denote higher order corrections to the
meson masses. We will now move on to discuss the general
structure of mixed action theories for arbitrary sea quarks
at the next order.
B. Mixed action PT at NLO
It was shown in Ref. [34] that the I  2  scattering
length at NLO, expressed in terms of the bare parameters
of the chiral Lagrangian, is13
 
maI2  m
2
uu
8f2

1 m
2
uu
4f2

4ln

m2uu
2

4 ~m
2
ju
m2uu
ln
 ~m2ju
2

1‘0

 m
2
uu
4f2
 ~4ju
6m4uu

~2ju
m2uu

ln

m2uu
2

1


~2ju
4f2‘
0
PQ
a2
4f2‘
0
a2


: (15)
Let us point out some features of this expression which are
relevant from the point of view of chiral extrapolations.
Equation (15) depends on the mass ~mju of a mixed valence-
sea meson and consequently the expression depends on the
value of the parameter CMix. In addition, there is a depen-
dence on the unphysical unknowns ‘0PQ and ‘0a2, as
well as the decay constant and chiral condensate in the
chiral limit, f and B0. Thus, Eq. (15) depends on three
unphysical unknown parameters and three physical un-
known parameters, ‘0, f, and B0. One must fit all
unknown parameters to extrapolate lattice data but only
three are of intrinsic interest.
In terms of lattice-physical parameters, the same scat-
tering length becomes
 ma
I2
   m
2

8f2

1 m
2

4f2

3 ln

m2
2

 1
 lI2  
~4ju
6m4

: (16)
10For a twisted mass sea [56], one must keep separate track of
the neutral and charged mesons as they receive a relative Oa2
splitting [57], similar to the various taste mesons for staggered
fermions.
11In mixed action theories, there are additional hairpin inter-
actions proportional to the lattice spacing which arise from
unphysical operators in the theory, similar to the lattice spacing
dependent hairpin interactions in staggered PT [58]. For Oa
improved Wilson fermions and staggered fermions, these effects
are higher order than we are concerned with in this paper [32],
which is also true for twisted mass fermions at maximal twist.
For Wilson and twisted mass fermions (away from maximal
twist), these effects appear at the order we are working and must
be included. We assume for the rest of the paper that the sea
quark scaling violations are Oa2 or higher.
12For a staggered sea it is the taste-identity meson masses
which enter these PQ parameters [30] (which have been mea-
sured [41]) while for a twisted mass sea, it is the neutral pion
mass.
13Here, we show the scattering length for a two-sea flavor
theory. In the appendix, we also list the result for the three-sea
flavor theory. However, the following discussion of the counter-
term structure of the NLO Lagrangian is independent of the
number of sea flavors.
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Notice that this expression does not depend on the mixed
valence-sea mesons, and, in fact, the only unknown terms
in the expression is the physical parameter ‘ and the
sea-sea meson mass shift in ~2ju, Eq. (10), which is already
determined for staggered sea quarks. Thus, chiral extrap-
olations using the formula Eq. (16) requires fitting only one
parameter (two for nonstaggered sea quarks), in contrast to
chiral extrapolations using the scattering length expressed
in terms of the bare parameters, Eq. (15). Our goal in this
section is to understand the origin of this simplification and
under what circumstances we may expect similar simplifi-
cations to occur in other processes. To do so, we must
discuss the structure of the NLO terms of the MAPT
Lagrangian.
The symmetry structure of the underlying mixed action
form of QCD determines the NLO operators in the mixed
action chiral Lagrangian through a spurion analysis.
However, the symmetries enjoyed by the valence quarks
are different to the symmetries of the sea quarks in a mixed
action theory. In particular, we only consider GW valence
quarks which have a chiral symmetry; the numerically
cheaper sea quarks typically violate chiral symmetry.
Thus, it is helpful to consider spurions arising from the
valence sector separately to the spurions of the sea sector.
The valence sector only violates chiral symmetry ex-
plicitly through the quark mass. Therefore, at NLO,14 the
purely valence spurions are identical to the spurions in
continuum, unquenched chiral perturbation theory, and so
the valence-valence sector of the NLO mixed action chiral
Lagrangian is the Gasser-Leutwyler Lagrangian. The sea
sector is different. At finite lattice spacing, the sea sector
has enhanced sources of chiral symmetry violation—for
example, there are additional spurions associated with taste
violation if the sea quarks are staggered, or in the case of a
Wilson sea, the Wilson term violates chiral symmetry.
Consequently, there are additional spurions in the sea
sector. Of course, these spurions must involve the sea
quarks and must vanish when the sea quark fields vanish.15
Nevertheless, scattering amplitudes expressed in terms of
lattice-physical parameters do not explicitly depend on the
lattice spacing a, as we will now discuss.
In this paper, we work consistently to NLO in the
MAPT power counting which we have defined in
Eq. (3). At this order, the NLO operators in the
Lagrangian are only used as counterterms; that is, at
NLO one only computes at tree level with the NLO opera-
tors. Since the in/out states used in lattice simulations
involve purely valence quarks, we must project the NLO
operators onto the purely valence quark sector of the
theory. Consequently, all of the spurions which involve
the sea quark fields vanish. Since the remaining spurions
involve the valence quarks alone, we only encounter the
symmetry structure of the valence quarks as far as the NLO
operators are concerned. These spurions only depend on
quark masses and the quark condensate itself, and so there
can be no dependence on lattice discretization effects aris-
ing in this way. The exception to this argument arises in the
case of double trace operators in the NLO chiral
Lagrangian; in these cases the valence and sea sectors
interact in a flavor-disconnected manner, unlike the opera-
tor in Eq. (8). If one trace involves a valence-valence
spurion while the other involves a sea-sea spurion, then
the trace over the sea may still contribute to a physical
quantity, for example, the meson masses and decay con-
stants, see Appendices A, B, and C for explicit examples.
Note that the valence-valence operators which occur in
these double trace operators must be proportional to one
of the two operators present in the LO chiral Lagrangian,
Eq. (4). Thus for meson scattering processes, the depen-
dence upon the sea quarks from these double trace opera-
tors can only involve a renormalization of the leading order
quantities f and B0. Both the explicit sea quark mass
dependence and the explicit lattice spacing dependence
are removed from the scattering processes expressed in
terms of the lattice-physical parameters since they are
eliminated in favor of the decay constants and meson
masses which can simply be measured on the lattice. We
therefore conclude that when expressed in lattice-physical
parameters, there can be no dependence upon the sea quark
masses leading to unphysical PQ counterterms and simi-
larly there can be no dependence upon an unphysical
lattice spacing counterterm.
Let us present another more physically intuitive argu-
ment concerning the absence of sea quark mass depen-
dence in meson scattering processes. To do so, we must
digress briefly on  scattering in SU3 chiral perturba-
tion theory. The strange quark mass ms is a parameter of
SU3 PT, and so one would expect that the  scatter-
ing length includes analytic terms involving ms. However,
we can consider a theory in which the strange quark is
heavy, so that we may integrate it out; we must then
recover SU2 PT. Chiral symmetry forces any ms de-
pendence in the analytic terms of the  amplitude to
occur in the form m2m2K. But the only counterterm in the
14Lattice artifacts such as Lorentz symmetry violation lead to
the presence of unphysical operators in the chiral Lagrangian.
These operators will not be important in the following, as they
are higher order in the chiral expansion for mesons [15] (how-
ever they are relevant at O"2a for baryons [31]).15Not all the lattice spacing dependence may be captured with
spurion analysis. There are Oa2 operators at the quark level
which do not break chiral symmetry, for example, O6 
a2 Q 6D3Q. This operator leads to an a2 renormalization of all
the low energy constants of the low-energy theory. Because this
operator does not break any of the continuum QCD symmetries,
it cannot be distinguished through spurion analysis [15]. Of
course, an operator of this form is present when the QCD
Lagrangian is run from a high scale (say, the weak scale)
down to the scale of the lattice, so its effects could in principle
by accounted for by performing a perturbative matching com-
putation between the QCD effective Lagrangian at the scale  
a1 and the lattice action.
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on-shell SU2 scattering amplitude [Eq. (16) with ~ju 
0] is proportional to m4. It is not possible to absorb m2m2K
into m4, so there can be no ms dependence in the SU3
 scattering amplitude. This is indeed the case, as was
observed in Ref. [59].
Now, let us return to the PQ and MA theories. For the
purposes of this discussion, we can ignore the flavor-
neutral and ghost sectors, reducing our theory from a
SU6j3 theory to a SU6 theory. The sea quark depen-
dence of this SU6 chiral perturbation theory is analogous
to the ms dependence of SU3 PT in our  scattering
example (as in this process the strange quark of SU3 only
participates as a sea quark). A similar decoupling argument
tells us that the sea quark masses cannot affect processes
involving the valence sector provided one uses the ana-
logues of on-shell parameters which are the lattice-
physical parameters. We conclude that there can be no
analytic dependence on the sea quark masses in a mesonic
scattering amplitude. Further, these arguments only depend
upon the chiral symmetry of the valence quarks and thus
also apply to the lattice spacing dependence.
Now, we shall make these arguments concrete by ex-
plicit computations. The NLO Lagrangian describing the
valence and sea quark mass dependence is the Gasser-
Leutwyler Lagrangian with traces replaced by supertraces:
 
LGL  L1	str@@y
2
 L2 str@@y str@@y
 L3 str@@y@@y
 2B0L4 str@@y strmqy myq 
 2B0L5 str	@@ymqy  myq 

 4B20L6	strmqy myq 
2
 4B20L7	strmyqymq
2
 4B20L8 strmqymqy  myqmyq : (17)
Having a concrete expression for the Lagrangian,16 we can
easily show explicitly how the sea quark mass dependence
disappears. The key is that when constructing NLO corre-
lation functions of purely valence quarks, we can replace
the mesonic matrix  in the NLO Lagrangian by a pro-
jected matrix
  ! PVPV; (18)
where PV is the projector onto the valence subspace.
Therefore, the matrix  has an expansion of the form
   1 PVPV     : (19)
Now, insert this expression into Eq. (17), and consider only
the terms involving nonzero powers of . In the single
trace operators, the projectors remove any dependence on
the sea quark masses. There is still sea quark mass depen-
dence remaining in the double trace operators proportional
to L4 and L6 given by
 LGL  4B0L4 str@PV@yPV strmq
 16B20L6 strmqyPV  PVmyq  strmq:
(20)
However, these operators simply shift f and B0
 f2 ! f2  32L4B0 strmq; (21)
 f2B0 ! f2B0  64L6B20 strmq: (22)
Since the parameters f and B0 are eliminated in lattice-
physical parameters in favor of the measured decay con-
stants and meson masses, we can remove the dependence
of scattering lengths on the sea quark masses by working in
lattice-physical parameters. In an analogous way, we can
remove all the explicit lattice spacing dependence. The
general MA Lagrangian involving valence-valence exter-
nal states atO"2m"2a can be reduced to the following form:
 
LMA  a2L@a2 str@PV@yPV
 str	fPSPSf0PSyPS

 a2Lmq
a2
strmqPVyPV PVPVmyq 
 str	gPSPSg0PSyPS
H:c:; (23)
where the f’s and g’s are functions dependent upon the sea
quark lattice action. These then lead to renormalizations of
the LO constants,
 
f2 ! f2  8a2L@
a2
str	fPSPSf0PSyPS
;
f2B0 ! f2B0  4a2Lmqa2 str	gPSPSg0PSyPS
; (24)
and just as with the sea quark mass dependence, expressing
physical quantities in terms of the lattice-physical parame-
ters removes any explicit dependence upon the lattice
spacing in mesonic scattering processes.
Together, these results show that at NLO, the only
counterterms entering into the extrapolation formulas for
mesonic scattering lengths are the same as the counter-
terms entering into the physical scattering length at NLO.
This lack of unphysical counterterms is desirable from the
point of view of chiral extrapolations, but it also has
another consequence. Loop graphs in quantum field theo-
ries are frequently divergent; there must be a counterterm
to absorb these divergences in a consistent field theory.
Since there is no counterterm proportional to a2 or the sea
quark masses, loop graphs involving these quantities are
constrained so that they have no divergence proportional to
a2 or the sea quark masses. This further reduces the pos-
16The generators of the PQ and MA theories form graded
groups and therefore lack the Cayley-Hamilton identities of
SUN theories. Therefore, PQ and MA theories have additional
operators compared to their PT counterparts. For example, the
Op4 Lagrangian has one additional operator as compared to
the Gasser-Leutwyler Lagrangian. However, we do not need to
consider the effects of this operator in our analysis as it has been
shown that it can be constructed such that it does not contribute
to valence quantities until Op6 [60]. This is not generally the
case, as is demonstrated by various examples in the baryon
sector [61–70].
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sible sources of sea quark or lattice spacing dependence.
For example, mixed valence-sea meson masses have lattice
spacing shifts, so there can be no divergence involving the
valence-sea meson masses. In some cases this constraint is
strong enough to force the entire valence-sea mass depen-
dence to cancel from scattering lengths expressed in
lattice-physical parameters. If this occurs, then the scatter-
ing length will not depend on the unknown constant CMix.
1. Dependence upon sea quarks
Now, let us move on to discuss how the NLO extrapo-
lation formulas depend on the particular sea quark discre-
tization in use. At NLO in the effective field theory
expansion, mesons composed of one or two sea quarks
only arise in loop graphs. In particular, the valence-sea
mesons can propagate between vertices where they interact
with valence-valence mesons; these interactions involve
the LO chiral Lagrangian augmented with the mixing
term a2UVS. Because the mixing term is universal, these
interaction vertices are the same for all discretization
schemes provided LO chiral perturbation theory is appli-
cable. The sea-sea mesons only arise at NLO in hairpins;
therefore, they are only sensitive to the quadratic part of the
appropriate LO chiral Lagrangian on the sea-sea sector.
Thus, we see that our NLO extrapolation formulas only
depend on the LO chiral Lagrangian to quadratic order in
the sea-sea sector and the LO chiral Lagrangian (with the
mixing term) in the valence-sea sector. Together, we see
that the condition we require on the sea quark discretiza-
tion is that the sea-sea sector alone should be described by
chiral perturbation theory at LO, and that the constant CMix
should not be so large that its explicit violation of chiral
symmetry overwhelms the dynamical violation of chiral
symmetry. Nonlocality which is described by the replica
trick does not present a problem since at the level of
perturbation theory the analytic continuation required by
the replica method is trivial.
Note that the impact of using different sea quark dis-
cretizations in our work is only at the level of the quadratic
Lagrangian. Therefore, the same NLO extrapolation for-
mulas can be used to describe simulations with different
sea quark discretizations, provided that the appropriate
mass shifts are taken into account. In the case of staggered
sea quarks, the sea-sea mass splitting which occurs in the
MA formulas is that of the taste-identity, which has been
measured [41], and for the coarse MILC lattices, is given
by
 a2sea  a2I ’ 450 MeV2; (25)
for a ’ 0:125 fm. These mass shifts can only appear
through the hairpin interactions at this order. These terms
will generally be associated with unphysical MA/PQ ef-
fects which give rise to the enhanced chiral logarithms as
well as additional finite analytic dependence upon the sea-
sea as well as valence-valence meson masses (and their
associated lattice spacing dependent mass corrections).
The exception to this is the dependence upon the  mass.
As can be seen in Eq. (12), the only way the  mass
dynamically enters processes involving external pions
and kaons through O"2m"2a is via the mass of the sea-
sea , Eq. (13). The other way these discretization effects
enter MA formulas is through the mixed valence-sea me-
son masses, Eq. (10). Currently, this mass shift, a2Mix, is
not known for any type of sea quark discretization. This is
one of the more important MA effects, because it enters
many quantities of interest at the one-loop level, for both
mesons and baryons, and thus to perform chiral extrapola-
tions properly, this mass splitting must be taken into
account.
2. Mixed actions at NNLO
It is important to note that these conclusions will not
hold at NNLO in the effective field theory expansion. At
this order, NNLO terms in the effective Lagrangian will
introduce a2 shifts of the Gasser-Leutwyler parameters
themselves. In simulations which are precise enough to
be sensitive to NNLO effects in chiral perturbation theory,
these effects would have to be removed. In addition, there
will be new effects which cannot be absorbed into the
Gasser-Leutwyler parameters, but are truly new lattice
spacing artifacts. The simplest example to understand is
to consider how the pion mass is modified at O"4m"2a in a
MA theory with staggered sea quarks [70].
Briefly, there will be contributions to the pion mass
which break taste, arising, for example, from the Gasser-
Leutwyler operator in Eq. (17) with coefficient L6. The
taste-breaking contributions to the pion mass arise when
the valence pion is contracted with the meson fields in one
of the supertraces while the other supertrace is taken over
sea-sea mesons which form a loop at this order,
 
m2NNLO   64m
2

f2
L6N
2
s
X
F;t
nt
B0ms1 ms2
4f2
 ~m2s1s2;t ln

~m2s1s2;t
2

; (26)
where Ns  1=4 is the factor one inserts according to the
replica method to account for the 4th root of the sea quark
determinant and nt counts the weighting of the mesons of
various taste propagating in the loop. The staggered meson
mass of flavor F, and taste t, is given at LO by [41,58,71]
 ~m 2s1s2;t  B0ms1 ms2  a2t: (27)
These taste-breaking effects are unphysical and their asso-
ciated  dependence can only be absorbed by the appro-
priate unphysical lattice spacing dependent operators
arising in the mixed action Lagrangian. This is simply
one of many possible examples of how the continuumlike
behavior of mixed action theories will break down.
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III. APPLICATIONS
In this section, we discuss applications of these results to
some specific quantities of physical interest. There have
been a number of recent lattice computations [17–25]
utilizing the scheme first developed by the LHP
Collaboration [72,73] of employing domain wall valence
quarks with the publicly available MILC configurations. In
particular, the NPLQCD Collaboration has computed the
I  2  scattering length [19],17 fK=f [23] and deter-
mined both the I  3=2 and I  1=2K scattering lengths
through a direct determination of the I  3=2 K scatter-
ing length [25]. As we will demonstrate by explicit com-
putation, the I  1 KK scattering length, together with the
above three systems, share only two linearly independent
sets of counterterms, which are the physical counterterms
of interest. Therefore, these four quantities provide a
means to test the mixed action formalism with only one
lattice spacing.18
A. fK=f
The pion and kaon decay constants were computed in a
mixed action theory with staggered sea quarks in Ref. [30].
In Appendix C, we include the general form of these results
for arbitrary sea quarks to NLO, which we express in terms
of the PQ parameters we introduced in Eq. (14). We use
these formulas to estimate the error arising from the finite
lattice spacing in the recent determination of fK=f in
Ref. [23], in which the continuum PT form of this quan-
tity was used to extrapolate the lattice data to the physical
point. The MA functional form of this quantity depends
upon the mixed valence-sea meson masses, and so we
cannot make a concrete prediction of the error made in
this approximation, as the mixed meson mass depends
upon CMix, Eq. (10), which is currently unknown.19
Consequently we form the ratio,
 

fK
f


fK
f
jMA  fKf jQCD
fK
f
jQCD
; (28)
and in Eq. (C4), we provide the explicit formula for this
quantity, with the mass tuning used in Ref. [23] [mqs 
mqv ) ~2rs  ~2ju  a2I ’ 450 MeV2]. In Fig. 1, we
plot this ratio as a function of the mixed meson splitting in
the range 600 MeV2 & a2Mix & 800 MeV2. We
take the value of L5 from Ref. [23], as their various
fitting procedures produced little variation in the extraction
of L5. This provides us with an indirect means at
estimating the error in the extrapolation of the quantity
fK=f. As can be seen from Fig. 1, reasonable values of
a2Mix can produce deviations in fK=f on the order of
5%. These deviations are important enough to include in
the fitting procedure (although still within the confidence
levels in Refs. [23,78]), but not significant enough to
determine a2Mix directly from the data in Ref. [23].
One also can determine the size of the hairpin contributions
alone by setting a2Mix  0, and, as can be seen in Fig. 1,
these effects are a fraction of a percent for all values of the
pion mass.
It is important to note that at this order, the counterterm
structure of fK=f in a MA theory is identical to the
counterterm structure of fK=f in PT, as can be verified
by examining Eqs. (C1) and (C2),
 
fK
f
MA/
8m2K m2
f2
L5: (29)
This can be understood with the arguments presented in
Sec. IIB, and the knowledge that the lattice spacing arti-
facts are flavor blind.
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FIG. 1 (color online). We plot the ratio, fK=f defined in
Eq. (28), as a function of the unknown mixed meson mass
splitting, 600 MeV2 & a2Mix & 800 MeV2. The ob-
served deviation from the continuum PT formulas is on the
order of 5%, which is important, but not significant enough to
directly determine this unknown mass splitting from the MA
lattice data of fK=f [23] alone.
17In addition to the lattice spacing modifications of the I  2
 scattering length computed in Ref. [34], the exponential
finite volume corrections to this quantity were also computed in
Ref. [74]. It was found that for the pion masses in use today,
these effects were not significant, being on the order of 1%. It is
expected that the exponential volume dependence in the other
scattering processes will be similar to that of the two-pion
system; as in all cases the pion is the lightest particle and will
dominate the long range (finite volume) effects.
18In Ref. [34], it was argued that to all orders in perturbation
theory, the unitarity violating features of MA and PQ theories do
not invalidate the known method of extracting infinite volume
scattering parameters from finite volume correlation functions
[75–77], for all ‘‘maximally stretched’’ two-meson states, i.e.
the I  2 , I  3=2 K, and I  1 KK systems.
19In Ref. [35], this quantity was recently estimated by compar-
ing the MA form of the pion form factor to a MA simulation
[17]. Unfortunately, only one of the lattice data points was in the
chiral regime, so a precise determination of this quantity was not
possible.
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B. KK I  1 scattering length, aI1KK
Next, we discuss the form of the I  1 KK scattering
length, for a MA theory with arbitrary sea quarks, for
which the full functional form is provided in
Appendix E. The two Kaon system is theoretically ideal
for testing the convergence of SU3 PT, however ex-
perimentally much more difficult to study. But recent
progress with lattice QCD simulations has allowed the I 
1 KK system to be explored within the MA framework.
Thus one can use lattice QCD in combination with the
appropriate MA effective field theory to explore the con-
vergence of SU3 PT [38], or whether a generalized
version of PT is a more appropriate description of nature
[79]. In fact it only recently has been confirmed that the
standard SU2 PT power counting is phenomenologi-
cally correct [80–82], by comparing our theoretical knowl-
edge of the two-loop  scattering [83,84], the pion scalar
form factor [85], and the Roy equation analysis [86] with
the recent experimental determination of the pion scatter-
ing lengths [87,88].
The I  1 KK system has several features in common
with the I  2  system discussed in Ref. [34]. First, the
I  1 KK system does not have on-shell hairpins in the
s-channel loops; second, the scattering length does not
depend upon the mixed valence-sea mesons when ex-
pressed in terms of the lattice-physical parameters; and
finally, the only counterterm at NLO is the physical coun-
terterm of interest. The form of the I  1 KK scattering
length is given by
 
mKaI1KK  
m2K
8f2K

1 m
2
K
4fK2

C ln

m2
2

 CK ln

m2K
2

 CX ln

~m2X
2

 Css ln

m2ss
2

 C0  3242LI1KK 

; (30)
where the various coefficients, C, are provided in
Eqs. (E3)–(E6).
One important point is that the counterterm for the I  1
scattering length, LI1KK is identical to the I  2  scat-
tering length counterterm,
 LI1KK  LI2
 2L1  2L2  L3  2L4  L5  2L6  L8: (31)
Before discussing this scattering length in more detail, we
first give the result in PT, as this has not been presented in
the literature to the authors’ knowledge:
 mKa
I1
KK  
m2K
8f2K

1 m
2
K
4fK2

324LI1KK 
 2 ln

m2K
2

 2m
2

3m2 m2
ln

m2
2

 220m
2
K  11m2
27m2 m2
ln
m2
2

 14
9

; (32)
with LI1KK given in Eq. (31), and we have used the leading
order meson mass relations to simplify the form of this
expression.
The equality of the I  2  and I  1 KK scattering
length counterterms allows us to make a prediction for the
numerical values of mKaI1KK one should obtain in a simu-
lation of this system with domain wall valence quarks on
the MILC configurations. To do this, we must first convert
the counterterm, l obtained by NPLQCD in
Ref. [19], from the effective theory with two sea flavors
to the theory with three sea flavors. For PQ and MA
theories, there is an additional subtlety which arises in
this matching. If we match the PT forms of maI2 in
SU2 to SU3, then we arrive at the equality (with the
conventions defined in Appendix D)
 lI2   3242LI2   19 ln
m2
2

 1
9
: (33)
This leads to an exact matching between the SU2 and
SU3 theories, in which all of the strange quark mass
dependence at this order, which is purely logarithmic, is
absorbed in the SU2 Gasser-Leutwyler coefficients [38].
If we naı¨vely attempt to match the SU4j2 to SU6j3
MA/PQ expressions for maI2 , using Eqs. (D1) and (D2),
one arrives at the relation
 lI2   3242LI2   19 ln

~m2X
2

 1
9
 X4
n1
~2ju
m2

n
F nm2= ~m2X; (34)
where the functions F ny were first determined in
Ref. [34] and are given in Eqs. (D3). All of the new terms
in this matching arise from the extra hairpin interactions
present in the SU6j3 theory which are not present in
SU4j2. One can show that these terms are formally
higher order in the SU4j2 chiral expansion, but never-
theless we will see that they are not negligible.
The NPLQCD Collaboration recently has computed
maI2 and used the SU2 extrapolation formula to de-
termine lI2 [19]. Adjusting for conventions and including
their largest uncertainty, they determined
 lI2 4f ’ 10:9 1:8: (35)
Starting with this determination, we can then compare the
hairpin contributions in SU4j2 to those of SU6j3 and
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also to the physical contribution at NLO. We collect these
results in Table I.
The two-flavor hairpin effects, listed in row (b) of
Table I, are not small relative to the (scale independent)
PT NLO contributions (a), and for the lightest two masses
shown, are of the same order of magnitude. However, when
we consider the three flavor theory, we see that the addi-
tional hairpin effects (c) are of the same order as the two-
flavor hairpin contributions (which also contribute in the
three flavor theory), but opposite in sign. Taking into
account all of the hairpin contributions by using the three
flavor theory, one observes that the sum of these unphysical
effects (d) is approximately an order of magnitude smaller
than the physical NLO effects of PT, but increases in
importance as the pion mass is reduced. This justifies our
assumption of the determination of lI2 given in Eq. (35).
This also justifies the SU3 ! SU2 matching given in
Eq. (33) and explains the success found in Ref. [19] of
using the SU2 PT formula to determine lI2 , as the
unphysical hairpin corrections to this formula provide a
relative shift of about 10% to the NLO contributions for the
masses simulated, which is roughly the size of their largest
quoted error.
In Fig. 2, we plot the absolute values of the various NLO
contributions to the I  2  scattering length as a func-
tion of the pion mass, which highlight the importance of
these hairpin effects. Their relative importance is enhanced
for the values listed in Table I because of the large can-
cellation of the counterterm and chiral log at NLO (a). It is
clear that these effects will become more important as one
moves further into the chiral regime (m ! 0).
Given the small contribution of the NLO hairpin effects
to maI2 , we can use the determination of lI2  in
Eq. (35) [19], and the matching of Eq. (33) to determine
LI1KK  and thus predict values of mKaI1KK , which we
provide in Table II. We provide both the comparison of
the NLO effects as predicted by both the MA theory as well
as SU3 PT, which we compare to the tree level pre-
diction, as well as the total scattering length through NLO.
We find that similar to maI2 , the NLO hairpin effects for
mKaI1KK are only about 10% of the NLO PT value, less
than the accuracy we claim here. We find that a current MA
lattice determination of mKaI1KK will not be sensitive to the
unphysical hairpin contributions with the expected level of
uncertainty, as can be seen by the predicted MA and SU3
values. However, for both the MA and SU3 theories, the
NLO contributions are 15–30% correction to the LO term
showing a convergence expected by power counting.
The first error is due to the uncertainty in the determi-
nation of LI1KK we obtain from the matching in Eq. (34) and
the extraction of lI2 from Ref. [19], Eq. (35). This uncer-
tainty includes estimations of the two-loop contributions to
ma
I2
 in SU2 PT. The second uncertainty listed in
Table II is a power counting estimation of the NNLO
contributions to mKaI1KK . Some of these effects are already
included in the first uncertainty but a conservative estimate
of our predicted error is to add these uncertainties in
quadrature.
TABLE I. Hairpin contributions to maI2 . We provide the various hairpin contributions to the I  2  scattering length for both
the two-sea flavor (b) and three-sea flavor theory (d), which we compare to the PT NLO contribution (a) and LO contribution, top
row. In row (c), we give the new hairpin effects which arise in the 3-flavor theory, and in (d) we provide the total three-sea flavor
hairpin effects.
m (MeV) 293 354 493 592
 m2
8f2
0:156 0:218 0:372 0:483
(a)  2m44f4 	3 ln
m2
2
  1 lI2 
 0.00460 0.00140 0:0314 0:0818
(b)  2m44f4 	
~4ju
6m4

 0.00359 0.00327 0.00254 0.00207
(c)  2m44f4 	
P4
n1
~ju
m2
nF nm2= ~m2X
 0:00243 0:00289 0:00371 0:00396
(d)  2m44f4 	
~4ju
6m4
P4n1~jum2 nF nm2= ~m2X
 0.00116 0.00040 0:00117 0:00188
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FIG. 2 (color online). We plot the absolute values of the
various NLO contributions to maI2 listed in Table I. The
NLO PT contribution is given by (a), which demonstrates the
large cancellation of the counterterm and the chiral log for light
to medium pion masses. The long dashed bottom curve is the
two-sea flavor hairpin effects (b), which are the same order of
magnitude as (a), for m & 400 MeV. When the new three-sea
flavor hairpin effects (c) are added to the two-sea flavor effects,
one finds that the total three-sea flavor hairpin effects (d) (solid
curve) are small compared to (a) for m * 250 MeV.
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C. K I  3=2 scattering length, aI3=2K
The K system is also an interesting laboratory for
exploring the three flavor structure of low-energy hadron
interactions, and moreover it is experimentally accessible
with proposed studies by the DIRAC Collaboration [89].
There recently has been a direct MA lattice QCD determi-
nation of the I  3=2 K scattering length, which in
combination with the theoretical knowledge of the NLO
PT I  1=2 and I  3=2 K scattering lengths [90–93]
has allowed a determination of both isospin scattering
lengths [25]. There is additionally a two-loop computation
of K scattering in SU3 PT which studies the conver-
gence of the theory with standard power counting [94].
Before embarking on a study of the two-loop effects with
lattice QCD, one must first understand the lattice correc-
tions at NLO. This is the motivation for this section.
The tree level I  3=2 K scattering length is given by
 m mKaI3=2K  
mmK
4fKf
; or
Ka
I3=2
K  
2K
4fKf
;
(36)
where K is the reduced mass of the K system. We
chose to express our extrapolation formulas in terms of the
product fKf since this symmetric treatment of the K and
 mesons provides the simplest form of the scattering
length. We find, however, that the I  32 scattering length
still depends on the mixed valence-sea meson masses, and
therefore on the parameter CMix. Consequently, accurate
chiral extrapolations of this scattering length will require a
determination of the value of CMix appropriate to the
particular sea quark discretization used in the simulation.
The form of the MA I  3=2 K scattering length is
 
Ka
I3=2
K  
2K
4fKf

1 32mKm
fKf
LI2 
 8mK m
2
fKf
L5

K	aK;3=2vv   aK;3=2vs 
; (37)
where aK;3=2vv  is the valence-valence (including
valence-ghost) contribution to the scattering length and
aK;3=2vs  is a nonvanishing contribution from mixed
valence-sea mesons to the scattering length. The other
important thing to note is that there are two counterterms
for this scattering length which can both be determined
through its chiral extrapolation formula, but can also inde-
pendently be determined in other processes; L5 can be
determined independently by fK=f and LI3=2  can be
determined either with I  2  or I  1 KK scattering.
Now we have explicitly demonstrated that the four observ-
able quantities, aI2 , aI1KK , a
I3=2
K , and fK=f, when ex-
pressed in terms of the lattice-physical parameters, only
share two linearly independent counterterms through NLO
in MA (and PQ) PT.
Before continuing, we provide the continuum SU3
PT form of aI3=2K , which is the same as can be con-
structed from Ref. [93] with the NLO shift of fK ! f,
 Ka
I3=2
K  
2K
4fKf

1 142fKf

	 ln

m2
2

 	K ln

m2K
2

 	 ln
m2
2

 86
9
mKm
 	tan arctan
2mK m

2m2K mKm m2
q
2mK mmK  2m

 32mKm
fKf
LI2   8mK m
2
fKf
L5

; (38)
TABLE II. Predictions of mKaI1KK . We use the equality of the mKaI1KK and maI2 counterterms (expressed in lattice-physical
parameters) to predict the values of mKaI1KK which would be computed in a MA lattice formulation with domain wall valence quarks
on the MILC staggered sea quarks, which we compare both to the tree level prediction as well as the SU3 PT prediction, for values
of mK=fK taken from Refs. [19,23]. We also provide a prediction of the scattering length at the physical point. The first error is due to
the uncertainty in the determination of LI1KK from Eq. (34) and the value of lI2 , Eq. (35) determined in Ref. [19]. The second error is a
power counting estimate of the NNLO contributions to the scattering length.
mK:fK (MeV) 577:172 593:171 639:173 690:177
mKa
I1
KK (LO):  m
2
K
8f2K
0:447 0:479 0:542 0:605
mKa
I1
KK (NLO: MA) 0:091 0:113 0:162 0:223
mKa
I1
KK (NLO: SU3) 0:084 0:107 0:157 0:217
mKa
I1
KK (MA) 0:540 0:069 0:026 0:592 0:079 0:031 0:704 0:102 0:048 0:828 0:127 0:072
mKa
I1
KK (SU3) 0:531 0:069 0:026 0:586 0:079 0:031 0:699 0:102 0:048 0:823 0:127 0:072
physical point 496:161
mKa
I1
KK SU3 0:424 0:049 0:012
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with
 	  m
2

4
11m2K  22mKm  5m2
m2K m2
; (39)
 	K  mK18
134m2Km  9m3K  55mKm2  16m3
m2K m2
; (40)
 	  36m
3
K  12m2Km mKm2  9m3
36mK m ; (41)
 	tan  16mKm9

2m2K mKm m2
q
mK m : (42)
In Appendix F, we provide the full form of the MA I 
3=2 K scattering length. Here we wish to examine the
valence-sea contribution in more detail. This contribution
to the scattering length is given by20
 
Ka
K;3=2
vs    
2
K
4fKf
1
242fKf
X
Fj;l;r


CFs ln

~m2Fs
2

 CFd ln

~m2Fd
2

 4mKmJ ~m2Fd

; (43)
where
 CFs  4m
2
Km  ~m2FsmK m
mK m ; (44)
 CFd  4mKm
2
  ~m2FdmK m
mK m ; (45)
 
JM  2

M2 m2
p
mK m arctan
mK m M2 m2p
M2 mKm m2

mKm: (46)
The scale dependence in aK;3=2vs  can be shown to be
 aK;3=2vs  /
X
Fj;l;r
 ln2mK m2; (47)
and as claimed, independent of both the lattice spacing a
and the sea quark masses, and is absorbed by L5. We
stress again that the I  3=2 K scattering length depends
upon mixed valence-sea mesons, which receive lattice
spacing dependent mass shifts proportional to the unknown
quantity CMix. This quantity is currently unknown for all
variants of MA lattice QCD and must be determined for a
correct extrapolation of MA lattice QCD simulations. For
this reason, we do not provide a table with postdictions of
Ka
I3=2
K .
IV. DISCUSSION
Mixed action simulations provide a promising solution
to the problem of performing fully dynamical simulations
with light quarks which are under theoretical control.
Recently, several simulations have been performed using
the publicly available MILC staggered lattices with do-
main wall valence quarks, and the future for simulations
using Wilson sea quarks and GW valence quarks seems to
be bright. This work shows that mixed action simulations
with Ginsparg-Wilson valence quarks are theoretically
clean. We have shown that the counterterms appearing in
mesonic scattering lengths are precisely those that occur in
QCD, so that one can in principle measure these counter-
terms with a single lattice spacing. We also find that the
same chiral extrapolation formulas can be used to describe
mixed action simulations with GW quarks with mild re-
strictions on the type of sea quark discretization used—
provided, of course, that QCD is recovered in the contin-
uum limit. Thus, our results hold for simulations with
domain wall and overlap quarks, Wilson quarks [Oa
improved and twisted mass quarks at maximal twist] as
well as simulations using rooted staggered quarks (assum-
ing that the 4th-rooting procedure is valid and that the
replica method correctly captures all of the nonlocality
introduced by the rooting procedure—which has been
argued to all orders in perturbation theory [95]).
It was previously observed in Ref. [34] that the 
scattering length does not depend on the parameter CMix
of mixed action chiral perturbation theory. Here, we find
that this also holds for the KK scattering length. However,
the K scattering length does depend on CMix, and, there-
fore, accurate chiral extrapolations of mixed action data
will require a measurement of this quantity. However, we
also have computed the ratio fK=f in mixed action chiral
perturbation theory, which depends upon CMix. By varying
CMix over a broad range of values, we find the impact to be
modest, on the order of 5%. In addition, taking into account
the small hairpin corrections to maI2 [34] and the
equally small predicted corrections to mKaI1KK , Table II,
we expect the impact of CMix on aI3=2K to also be small at
this order of precision, O"4m; "2m"2a; "4a. In Table II we
provide predictions of mKaI1KK for various values of mK
and also provide a prediction at the physical point.
In Sec. IIB, we have demonstrated why the use of lattice-
physical parameters (or on-shell renormalization) signifi-
cantly simplifies the form of the extrapolation formulas for
mesonic systems. We stress that these arguments do not
20We note that the summation over sea flavor F implicitly
includes the appropriate factors for staggered sea quarks, the
sum over taste and the factors of Ns  1=4 which arise from the
4th-rooting trick. For other brands of quarks, this is simply a sum
over the sea flavors, j, l, and r.
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depend upon the momentum of the system, nor upon hav-
ing only two external mesons, and thus will be applicable
not just for scattering lengths, but also for other scattering
parameters, such as the effective range, as well as for N >
2 mesonic systems. In the appendices we have provided
explicit NLO extrapolation formulas for the meson masses
and decay constants as well as the three scattering lengths
discussed in this paper, for arbitrary sea quark discretiza-
tion schemes, expressed in terms of the PQ parameters we
introduced in Eq. (14). A thorough understanding of the
lattice spacing effects at this order will require knowledge
of the counterterms in the masses and decay constants.
We would like to conclude with a small point and a few
suggestions. If one is interested in removing the unitarity
violating effects in MA lattice simulations, for the low-
energy dynamics of the system, then theoretical analysis
unambiguously advocates the tuning ~rs  ~ju  0,
which is the generalization of mqsea mqval  0 for PQ
theories. This is the most QCD-like scenario for MA
theories in which the unitarity violating double pole propa-
gators in Eq. (12) are tuned to zero. It has been shown
recently that this double pole structure of the flavor-neutral
propagators persists to all orders in PQPT [96], and thus
this will be the appropriate tuning to higher orders as well.
From the point of view of doing chiral physics, this is not
desirable for the coarse MILC lattices, as the lattice spac-
ing shift to the taste-identity staggered mesons is a2I ’
450 MeV2, which would make for heavy pions.
Therefore, we caution users of MA lattice simulations to
remember the existence of these unitarity violating effects
present in current MA simulations.
The simplified form of MA/PQ extrapolation formulas
for the two-meson systems is particularly dependent upon
the implications of the chiral symmetry of the valence
quarks. However, we conjecture that a similar, but not as
strong, simplification will occur for other hadronic observ-
ables, in particular, for nuclear physics as well as heavy
meson observables, if also expressed in terms of lattice-
physical parameters, which will lead to improved chiral
extrapolations. This is supported by the recent fits of the
NPLQCD Collaboration [19–23,25] and the LHP
Collaboration [97]. Based upon our theoretical understand-
ing of effective field theories designed to incorporate lat-
tice spacing artifacts, we expect that even for fermion
discretization schemes which do not have chiral symmetry,
the use of lattice-physical parameters (on-shell renormal-
ization) will in general simplify the chiral extrapolation
formulas and improve chiral fits.
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APPENDIX A: m AND f FOR 2 SEA FLAVORS
In this appendix, we provide the explicit formulas for the
pion mass and decay constant in a two-sea flavor MA
theory. These were first computed in Refs. [15,30]. Here
we provide the answers expressed in terms of the PQ
parameters we introduced in Eq. (14).
 
m2  2B0m^

1 m
2

4f2 ln

m2
2

m
2

f2
‘m

~2ju
4f2

1 ln

m2
2


2
ju
f2
‘mPQ 
 a
2
f2
‘m
a2


: (A1)
 
f  f

1 2 ~m
2
ju
4f2 ln
 ~m2ju
2

m
2

f2
‘f

2
ju
f2
‘fPQ 
a2
f2
‘f
a2


: (A2)
APPENDIX B: MESON MASSES
In this appendix we collect the pion and kaon mass and
decay constant for a three-sea flavor MA theory. These
were first computed in Refs. [15,30]. Here we provide the
answers expressed in terms of the PQ parameters we
introduced in Eq. (14).
 
m2  2B0m^

1 ln

m2
2

m2
4f2 
~2ju3 ~m2X m2
34f2 ~m2X m2

~4ju ~m2X
34f2 ~m2X m22


~4ju
34f2 ~m2X m2
 ln

~m2X
2

~m2X
34f2 
~2ju ~m
2
X
34f2 ~m2X m2

2
~2ju
 ~m2X m2


322ju
f2
 16
2
rs
f2

	L4  2L6

 16m
2

f2
	L4  L5  2L6  2L8
  32m
2
K
f2
	L4  2L6
 
~2ju
4f2 
a2
f2
Lma2

: (B1)
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 m2K  B0m^ms 
16m4K
f2
	2L4  L5  4L6  2L8
  16m
2
Km
2

f2
	L4  2L6

 16m
2
K
f2
22ju  2rs	L4  2L6
 
a2m2K
f2
Lma2  ln

~m2X
2

2m2K ~m
2
X
34f2 
~2ju ~m2X8m2K  3 ~m2X m2
184f2 ~m2X m2

~4ju ~m
2
X
184f2 ~m2X m2
 2
~2rs ~m
2
Xm
2
K
34f2 ~m2X m2  2m2K

~2ju ~
2
rs ~m
2
X ~m2X  4m2K m2
94f2 ~m2X m2 ~m2X m2  2m2K

 ln

m2
2
 ~2jum2
4f2

3 ~m2X  8m2K m2
18 ~m2X m2

~2ju
18 ~m2X m2

~2rs2m2K m2
9m2K m2 ~m2X m2

 ln

m2ss
2
 ~2rsm2K
4f2

22m2K m2
3 ~m2X m2  2m2K

~2ju2m2K m2
3m2K m2 ~m2X m2  2m2K

: (B2)
Note that the lattice spacing dependent counterterms for the meson masses have the same coefficient. This is because the
discretization scheme is flavor blind.
APPENDIX C: DECAY CONSTANTS AND fK=f
The pion decay constant is given by
 f  f

1 2 ~m
2
ju
4f2 ln
 ~m2ju
2

 ~m
2
ru
4f2 ln

~m2ru
2

 8m
2

f2
	L5  L4
  16m
2
K
f2
L4 
822ju  2rs
f2
L4
 a
2
f2
Lfa2

; (C1)
while the kaon decay constant is
 
fK  f

1 ~m
2
sj
4f2 ln
 ~m2sj
2

 ~m
2
ru
24f2 ln

~m2ru
2

 ~m
2
ju
4f2 ln
 ~m2ju
2

 ~m
2
rs
24f2 ln

~m2rs
2

 8m
2
K
f2
L5  2L4
 8m
2

f2
L4 
822ju  2rs
f2
L4  a
2
f2
Lfa2 
~2ju
44f2 
~4ju
124f2 ~m2X m2

~2rsm2K m2
34f2 ~m2X m2ss

~2ju ~
2
rs
64f2 ~m2X m2ss
 1
124f2 ln

m2
2

3m2 
3~2ju ~m2X m2
~m2X m2

~4ju ~m
2
X
 ~m2X m22
 4
~2ju ~
2
rsm
2

 ~m2X m2m2ss m2

 ~m
2
X
124f2 ln

~m2X
2

9 6
~2ju
~m2X m2

~4ju
 ~m2X m22

~2rs4m2K m2  6m2ss  ~m2X
 ~m2X m2ss2
 2
~2ju ~
2
rs2m2ss m2  ~m2X
 ~m2X m2ss2 ~m2X m2

 1
64f2 ln

m2ss
2

3m2ss 
~2rs3m4ss  2m2K m2 ~m2X  3m2ss ~m2X
 ~m2X m2ss2

~2ju ~
2
rs2m4ss  ~m2Xm2ss m2
 ~m2X m2ss2m2ss m2

: (C2)
The two important things to note are that the additive
lattice spacing modifications to the decay constants are
the same and also that at this order, they can be absorbed
into a redefinition of the Lagrangian parameter, f.
We can then use these formulas to estimate the size of
the corrections to the recent determination of L5 by
NPLQCD [23]. Thus, we form the ratio
 

fK
f


fK
f
jMA  fKf jQCD
fK
f
jQCD
; (C3)
where, using Eqs. (C1) and (C2), and the tuning used in
Ref. [23] which was to set the valence-valence meson
masses equal to the taste-5 sea-sea mesons, we have
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 fK
f
MA
fK
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
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2
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(C4)
APPENDIX D:  SCATTERING
For completeness, we provide the formulas for the I  2
 scattering length determined in both MAPT and
PQPT in Ref. [34], for both two and three flavors of sea
quark.
1. Two sea quark flavors, maI2
 
ma
I2
   m
2

8f2

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2

4f2
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3 ln

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
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~4ju
6m4

: (D1)
2. Three sea quark flavors, maI2
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2

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2

4f2

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m2
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
 1
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
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F nm2= ~m2X

; (D2)
where the functions F ny are given by
 
F 1y   2y91 y2 	51 y  3 2y lny
; (D3a)
F 2y  2y31 y3 	1 y1 3y  y3 y lny
; (D3b)
F 3y  y91 y4 	1 y1 7y 12y
2  2y27 2y lny
; (D3c)
F 4y   y
2
541 y5 	1 y1 8y 17y
2  6y23 y lny
: (D3d)
APPENDIX E: KK SCATTERING
The I  1 KK and I  3=2 K scattering lengths involve rather lengthy expressions. Therefore, we introduce the
following notation to make the answers more presentable:
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 mK  km; ~ju  jum; ~rs  rsm: (E1)
The I  1 KK scattering length is given by Eq. (30),
 mKaI1KK  
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;
where
 
CK  2; (E2)
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2
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  6ju3k4  4k2  1 k22rs
 4ju	2k2  1213k2  5  25k4  7k2  22rs  2k24rs
g; (E5)
 
C0  29k2  124k2  4 2ju  22rs22 2k2  2ju  22rs2
f448k2  16  1120k2  152rs
 912k2  144rs  152k2  136rs  136k2  128rs  8ju	8k2  12  18k2  12rs  94rs

 2ju	112k2  15  48k2  142rs  876k2  134rs  608k2  126rs  72k2  18rs

 4ju	480k2  14  96k2  132rs  330k2  124rs  36k2  16rs  368rs

 6ju	172k2  13  140k2  122rs  72k2  14rs  366rs
g: (E6)
APPENDIX F: K SCATTERING
The K scattering length at I  3=2 is given by
 
Ka
I3=2
K  
2K
4fKf

1 32mKm
fKf
LI2 
 8mK m
2
fKf
L5

K	aK;3=2vv   aK;3=2vs 
; (F1)
where aK;3=2vs  is given in Eq. (43), which we repeat here
for completeness,
 
Ka
K;3=2
vs    
2
K
4fKf
1
242fKf
X
Fj;l;r


CFs ln

~m2Fs
2

 CFd ln

~m2Fd
2

 4mKmJ ~m2Fd

;
and the coefficients CFd;s and the function Jm are defined
in Eqs. (44)–(46). We reiterate that the ln2 dependence
in aK;3=2vs  only depends upon the valence-valence me-
son masses, Eq. (47), as we argued in Sec. IIB. The
valence-valence (and valence-ghost) contribution to the
scattering length is given by
 
Ka
K;3=2
vv   
2
K
4fKf
m2
242fKf

A ln

m2
2

 AK ln

m2K
2

 AX ln

~m2X
2

 Ass ln

m2ss
2

 Atan  A0

: (F2)
We use the notation defined in Eq. (E1) to simplify the
form of these coefficients. We find
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 A  1k2  134k2  4 2ju  22rs4
f8k2  1214k k2  12k2  2 2rs4
 82juk2  12k2  2 2rs3	2k6  k42rs  1  28k3  k22rs  2  k28 2rs  1

 24ju2k2  2 2rs2	12k8  48k7  3k65 22rs  32k52rs  9k4  2k372 212rs  24rs
 k215 62rs  2k48 52rs  4rs  3
  26ju	4k2  133k4  12k3  2k2  5k 1
 22rsk2  126k4  32k3  5k2  2k 1  k4rs3k5  28k4  39k2  3k 11  2k6rs2k2  1

 8ju	2k8  k63 2rs  2k55 22rs  k4  k320 52rs  24rs  k23 2rs  k10 2rs  4rs  1
g;
(F3)
 AK  2k9k 12k 1 	40k
3  26k2  4k 10 1 k22ju  2rs
; (F4)
 
Ass   1k2  132 2k2  2ju  22rs2
f2k 12k 13	4k7  4k6  2k55 2rs  2k43 52rs  2 4rs
 2k34 2rs  8k22rs  4rs  k2 22rs  54rs
  22juk2  1	4k8  2k67 2rs  4k51 32rs
 k414 82rs  4rs  2k34 52rs  4rs  k22 102rs  54rs  k4 22rs  34rs  2

 4ju2k8  k67 2rs  k52 62rs  k47 42rs  k34 52rs  24rs
 k21 52rs  k2 2rs  4rs  1
g; (F5)
 
AX 
42 2k2  2ju  2rs2
9k 122 2k2  2ju  22rs24k2  4 2ju  22rs4
f10juk 2k8ju5k2  7k 12 52rs
 26ju	9k6  126k5  113k4  k3139 1002rs  k2167 642rs  k41 362rs  204rs  9

 24ju	108k8  488k7  3k673 182rs  k5570 8282rs  3k447 2742rs  81 542rs
 6k336 972rs  624rs  3k289 2142rs  1124rs  k134 662rs  364rs  406rs

 82ju	108k10  56k9  2k8251 542rs  4k787 862rs  3k6232 232rs  94rs
 6k582 1042rs  574rs  3k4124 132rs  894rs  k3164 3602rs  2734rs  1126rs
 k2124 1592rs  1414rs  886rs  k36 802rs  574rs  246rs  108rs  272 32rs  4rs

 82k2  2 2rs2	36k8  24k7  k685 182rs  k540 282rs  k471 462rs  9
 2k34 332rs  84rs  k231 102rs  44rs  2k4 2rs  104rs  26rs  182rs
g; (F6)
 
A0  29k2  122 2k2  2ju  22rs4k2  4 2ju  22rs3
f4096kk2  16  642rsk2  159k2  56k 9
 964rsk2  149k2  8k 9  16k2  1327k2  88k 276rs  8k2  129k2  40k 98rs
 2ju	32k2  159k2  14k 9  962rsk2  143k2  35k 3  244rsk2  139k2  166k 9
 86rsk2  1236k2  155k 36  728rsk4  k3  k 1
  4ju	48kk2  146k2  5
 122rsk2  1312k3  27k2  136k 27  64rsk2  1236k3  63k2  230k 63
 366rs5k5  3k4  2k3  7k 3  368rsk3
  6ju	2k2  1336k3  27k2  394k 27
 22rsk2  12108k3  63k2  323k 63  184rs9k5  3k4  4k3  5k 3  366rsk3

 8ju	k2  1236k3  9k2  22k 9  94k5  k4  5k3  k 12rs  9k34rs
g; (F7)
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 Atan  4kk 12 2k2  2ju  22rs2
k 13k 1p arctan
 k 13k 1p
k2  k 1

f8k 14k 13  42rsk2  12
 44rsk3  2k2  k 2  2ju	8k 13k 12  42rsk2  1  24rs
  4ju	2k 12k 1  2rs
g

8k2 2k2  2ju  2rs2

8k2  12k 4 2ju  22rs4k2  4 2ju  22rs
q
9k 122 2k2  2ju  22rs2
 arctan
 8k2  12k 4 2ju  22rs4k2  4 2ju  22rs
q
4k2  6k 4 2ju  22rs

: (F8)
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